





A Study of an Intelligent Car-navigation system 
with Recognition of Hand Signal and Road Scene 
津野弘明↑白根愛佳什水野慎士↑
Hiroaki SAWANOt， Aika SHIRANEt↑ヲ ShinjiMIZUNO↑ 
We propose a car navigation system considering the passenger冶knowledgeof route guidance. Our ap-
proach is to recogn悶 ahand signal of the passenger and a road scene by a CV (computer vision) technique 
Firstぅ乱ninside camera on dashboard takes a video of the passenger. The hand signal is recognized by a CV 
techniqueう anda fingertip coordinate is calculated. The fingertip coordinate is transferred to the directed 
coordinate in the road scene taken by the outside camera on a front grile. The directed coordinate is utilized 
to calculate the directed region including a target object. A distance is calculated from the objectぅandthe 
route is recalculated as a navigation system. In this paperヲweexperiment the fingertip coordinate recognition 
and the directed region calculation. Depth value from an inside camera to the passenger is used with Kinect. 
A road scene CG video is used for an ideal experiment. We ask seven examinees to indicate sign boards after 
camera calibration in advance. The successful ratio of the total is 47% because the view point of the user is 



















































・門anaslgnal recognmon After 
. Scene recognition 
A: Inside camera on dashboard 
B: Outside camera on front grile 
Fig. 1. An application to route guidance by r巴cog-
































4. Target object estimation 
5. Target object estimation 
6. Map matching 
Fig.2. Processing fiow of proposed system 
)J 
(a) Pointi珂 abuilding (b) Directing to turning right 
























Extraction of skin color region 
園噌険




























Fn =αXn + (1α) Fn-l (1) 
そして，肌色領域と動作領域の積集合を指差し動作中の手



























(a) Input image (b) Result image (c) Example of extraction error 
Fig.5 Extr百ctionresult with color video by th巴 formermethod 
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Fig. 7. Example of th巴町arestpoint (green) and 
contour (red) 













































左右をそれぞれ入力画像における Opx，80px， 80px， 80px 
を除いた範囲とした.円形度の闘値と指示領域の分割数は，



















(a) Hand signal (b) Scene image (c) Direction region (orenge board) 
Fig. 10. Experimental Result for orange sign board 
(a)狂乱吋 signal (b) Scene image (c) Direction region (blue board) 
Fig.11. Experimental R巴sultfor blue日ignboard 
Table 1. Evaluation of propos巴dmethod
Signbo町 dcolor I Orenge I Blue I Total 
Examinee 7| 【 14
Success 
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